Lenses for Digital SLRs (The Expanded Guide: Techniques)

Its very easy, when investing in new
camera gear, to put all your energy into
choosing the right body, only for that most
crucial of factors the lens to become an
almost secondary consideration. Lenses for
Digital SLRs: The Expanded Guide,
redresses that balance. Covering everything
from focal length to depth of field, prime
versus zoom lenses, and specialist optics,
this book manages to unravel the
technicalities of lenses while remaining
comprehensible and reader-friendly.
Throughout the book, the reader is guided
through basic terminology, common focal
lengths, what optical quality means in
terms of the photographs they take, and
eventually comes to understand the
anatomy of the camera lens and its effect
on the image. This Kindle Edition is a
fixed layout which provides the reader with
a visually immersive experience of this
beautifully designed book. Pages can be
zoomed with a double tap or pinching 2
portrait pages can be viewed together by
turning the Kindle Fire device to landscape
Please note that text is not selectable or
searchable. Hyperlinks do not work on 1st
or 2nd generation Kindle Fires.
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